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Dear
Reader

On page 16, we publish a letter from
David McCloskey, founder of the Cascadia
Institute in Seattle. McCloskey, a professor
at Seattle University, was among the fast to
define the Cascadia "bioregion" - that is, a
region that encompasses many ecosystems
with common characteristics, such as the
temperate rainforests along the coast distinguished by ancient conifers and salmon.
The boundaries of thi bioregion, in
McCloskey's view, extend from about
Eureka in Northern California to the top of
the Alaska Panhandle. His Cascadia takes in
the entire watershed of every river there
that flows into the Pacific Ocean, such as
the Columbia River Basin which extends
east co the northwest corner of Wyoming.
Other group generally agree with
McCloskey's boundaries. Northwest
Environment Watch of Seattle has adopted
McCloskey's map in its publications.
EcoTrust, the Portland group involved in
rainforest protection, goes south only co
about Florence, Oregon. Cascarlia Times,
alcemacively, does not attempt to define
Cascadia; the editors are not qualified to
make such a judgment. Rather, the paper
defines its region of coverage more broadly,
extending from San Francisco to the Arctic
ational Wildlife Refuge, with the Cascade
Range at its geographic core. While
1cCloskey say this "is much too long to be
considered a bioregion," we make no claim
chat it is one. The New York Times does not
limit its coverage co New York City.
The idea i co make connections, co be
inclusive, to avoid drawing artificial boundaries. Sometimes we may venture beyond
even these boundaries, if it makes ensc
journalistically. Our goal is help our readers
make better sense of the place we call
Cascadia as well as the forces that affect the
quality of our lives.
Cascadia Times thanks our 750 subscribers, who live in 35 states plus British
Columbia and Washington, D.C. We also
thank Tim Greyhavens and the Wilburforce
Foundation of Seattle, Anica Johnson of
Eugene, Farley Sheldon of Old Snowmass,
Colorado, the Washington Environmental
Council, Northwest Ecosystem Alliance and
Inland Empire Public Lands Council for
their support and assistance. Also thanks to
Joel, Teri and Marla Koberstein.

Nuclear Orphans
By Paul Koberstein

D

uring the '60s and '70s, the
United Scare sold nuclear fuel
to a number of foreign cou nmes.
. . official
promised ro rake
back the spent fuel at some future
dare.
The foreign counrrie
say char
dare is now. Bur the
.. government
i starting to think twice about that old
commitment, largely becau e of citizen outrage. Compounding
the problem i
President
Clinton's
recent
pledge to take
orth Korea's
tockpi le
of spent fuel once it, too, is u ed up.
A chief criticism against this plan i.
that the
.S. has no afe and secure
place to store its own nuclear waste, let
alone waste from ome ocher country.
The
uclear Wa re Acts of 1982 and
1987 set in motion a process for the U.S.
Department of Energy to select and prepare su ha site for use tarting in 1998.
But the solitary
candidate,
Yucca
fountain,
evada, has been assailed by
chat state and nuclear activist as ill conceived. And recently scientists began to
debate whether the underground dump
might explode in a nuclear holocaust.
Siting a permanent nuclear repository is
at least 15 years off.
"The a ceptance and storage of foreign nuclear waste without first developing a well thought out national policy

and a long-rerm storage facility is a bit
like diving into a swimming pool without fir t checking that it's filled with
water."
ay Rep. Elizabeth Furse, an
Oregon Democrat. "You might be just
fine or you might be dead."
For the time being, the options
are limited ro some sort of temporary
storage,
and the leatling
candidate
sites
are
the
Hanford
uclear
Reservation in Southeast
Washington,
the Idaho
ational
Engineering
Lab
near Idaho Falls and the
evada Te t
Site north of Las Vegas. The u e of
any of these ices would mean transporting the foreign rods through Puget
Sound, the Columbia
River or San
Francisco Bay. Fears of an accident
have marshalled
a growing number of
force again t the plan.
The leading
safety concern based on a 1991 analysis
showing the
consequence
of a shipboard fire that
would result in contamination up lO 60
miles downwind
of the vessel
and
necessitate city evacuation
- is uniting labor,
environmental
organizations, and stare and city officials.
Says Seattle City Councilmernber
Jane Noland,
"Shipboard fire are a
reality, as are transportation
accidents.
Should spent nuclear fuel be involved
in a fire or accident, the City of Seattle
could nor protect its residents.
Injury,
death, and environmental and econorn-
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ic destruction
are clearly foreseeable."
And be ause the wastes are "hoc"
from radioactive
decay, they present
additional
risks lO workers handling

SLAPP Suit Stings British Columbia
Rainforest Demonstrators
albran Creek on British Columbia's Vancouver [ land is home to
some of the oldest trees on the continent, including 270-foot rail
itka spruce that are more than a thousand years old. And those tree
will remain standing. Last year, Premier Michael Harcourt acted to protect
this beautiful watershed from logging, shutting down Fletcher Challenge Ltd.
clearcutcing operations there for good.
The people who marshalled the public outcry
that influenced Harcourt and saved Walbran Creek
were thou ands of protesters who, in act' of civil disobedience, blocked logging roads during the summer
of 1991.
Now Fletcher Challenge is doing all it can to
extract retribution from -1-1 of the prote ters, claiming
loss of logging income in a lawsuit pending before
the Supreme Court of British Columbia. Thi type of
case - known as a 'LAPP suit, or trategic Lawsuit
Against Public Participation - is used lO silence public opposition
by dragging people into court with purious claims, as defined by two niversity of Denver
law professors who coined the term.
Four year· after the demonscrarions
took place, the SLAPP suit drags on,
and looks like it will go co trial next year. If it does, it will be the first time
that a company has ued a group of people associated with civil disobedience
in a non-violent protest and taken the suit all the way co trial. That's interesting by itself, but what's significant is the effect chi ca e has already had on
public debate.

W

the cargos. Consequently
longshoremen in Seattle and Portland
are now
refusing to handle such materials.
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BARBED

WIRE
By Paul Koberstetn

T

he 41 Wal bran defendants have spent thousands of dollars on legal fees,
and face years of payments if they lose. The company is seeking
$437,441.99 in damages plus punitive or exemplary damages, which
could bring the coral into the millions.
One typical defendant is Mira Goldberg, who was 20 when she was arrested in the logging road protest. She was angry with plans to level the Walbran
Valley, located between the Carmanah Valley and
Clayoquot Sound, two biologically important areas on
ancouver Island's western side where celebrated clashes between loggers and environmentalists
have also taken place. The Walbran not only is home to big old
trees, but bogs, swamps, meadows and waterfalls, as
well as many rare species, primarily the marbled rnurrelct and some spotted owls. "Ir's incredibly beautiful,"
say Goldberg, now living in Victorra.
"There were thousands of people over the cour e
of the ummer of 1991 from all over the world," she
Mira Goldberg: says. "It was a low budget ver ion of Clavoquor."
Goldberg is now a defendant in the SLAPP ca e.
and if she lose , he could see her wages garnished for two full decades. She
might not be free of the debt until her 44th birthday. Other who own hou es
and other valuable property stand to lose it. "A S'LAPP," she says, "is hard and
long and very expen ive."
It's hard to say whether the suit has diminished overall public involvement in B.C. timber issues, but Goldberg personally know several who arc
too scared to participate any longer. "ft has a supremely chilling effect on

"It has a supremelychilling

effect on activism.People are

afraid because they don'twant to.
lose assets."
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Barbed Wire
continued from page 3

activism.

People are afraid because they

don't wane co lose assets. They are
afraid to make donations. They are
even afraid to write a letter to the government. When you get people who are
afraid to.do that you are in trouble."

Timber companies
in British Columbia
are employing
other tactics to
silence their
critics. One of their
favorites is
pressuring the
news media.
There's also sure to be copycat
suits filed by other companies targeted
by disobedience. And not just in
Canada. New outbreaks of civil disobedience are likely south of the border,
where anger against the Republican
anti-environmental
agenda is getting
hotter by the day.

T

imber companies in B.C. are
employing ocher tactics to
silence their critics. One of
their favorites is pressuring the news
media. "There arc many examples of
people at the Vancouver Sun, CBC and
elsewhere who have been the subject of
major attempts by the forest industry to
silence them," says Ben Parfitt, a former forestry reporter at the Sun. Parfitt
himself was a target in 1991, when he
was forced from the forest beat after
writing stories critical of a public relations firm (Burson-Marsteller)
retained
by both the BC Forest Alliance, an
industry group, and his employer.
Parfitt left the Sun in 1993. Before
he left, the paper employed five fulltime reporters to cover forestry, fisheries, native affairs, energy and mines,
and environment. Now only two environment beats remain at· the paper.
Studies show the amount of space
devoted to environmental
coverage has
declined in recent years, on both sides
of the border. Maybe that's because big
newspapers and timber companies have
a mutual interest in the production of
vast quantities of cheap newsprint from
rainforests - an outlook that is ac odds
with the central concern of the
Walbran 41.
(For more information about the
Walbran suit, contact the Walbran
SLAPP Defense Campaign, c/o
PO BOX 8673 Victoria, BC V8X
3S2 Canada).
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The draft Environmental

Impact

Statement lists Tacoma, Portland and
Oakland as possible
pores-of-entry.
The Port of Seattle had been considered at the outset but was dropped
from consideration, presumably under
threat of litigation by that city. The
Seattle City Council passed resolutions opposing the shipments; a similar resolution
is being discussed
at
Portland City Hall. Local dockworker
union officials say they will refuse to
handle the hot cargo, and the Port of
Portland reportedly is also balking.
Further concerns persist about
the capability to adequately
store and
manage
imported
spent
fuels.
Domestic military spent fuels now in
storage ac DOE sites are in crowded,
decrepit and leaking facilities, compounding daunting
existing
safety
problems ac Hanford and INEL, the
site in Idaho.
"We consider both Hanford and
INEL as unacceptable for storage or
reprocessing of foreign spent fuel,"
SlJYS Mike Grainey, assistant director
of the Oregon Department of Energy.
"Therefore it makes no sense to bring
shipments
through
the
Port of
Portland."
Yet there are those in Congress
who insist the administration
should
not allow local entities such as the
pores, or even the public,
influence
decisions on matters of nuclear proliferation.
Indeed, most of the foreign
spent fuels the U.S. would take back
are from countries
such as Sweden
and Australia,
where proliferation
threats
are virtually
nil. Officials,
labor, and environmentalists
argue in
favor of providing assistance in storing
and monitoring the fuels at their current foreign sites.

Derailing
Light Rail
By Nevill Eschen
Light rail, the sleeker, above-ground
version of a subway, is on a colli ion course
with voter skepticism and parsimony. It was
the favored system in the Northwest's urban
areas when planning for extended mass transit got under way the past couple of decades.
Backers say it can at least keep traffic jams
from getting worse as hundreds of thousands
of people flock to the region's metropolitan
areas in coming decades. New highway lanes,
the old response, seem only to fill to capacity
with more vehicles.
However, light rail is not universally
loved. It is extremely expensive, carrying a
price tag in the billions of dollars. There are
more howevers, Light rail moves people, but
not cargo. Once robust federal subsidies for
new light rail projects are shrinking fast.
Light rail takes years to build (Seattle's proposed project could take 16 years to construct) and its final route is inflexible. And it
might not suit development patterns at the
end of the line. In short, as a solution co the
problems of traffic congestion, urban sprawl
and pollution from automobile exhaust, light

Has expansion of Portland's light-rail hit the end of the line?

rail is no substitute for effective growth management and bus systems.
Yet, strong support persists in Portland,
where last November voters said yes, with
vigor, co more light rail, the state's largest
public works project. Portland already has
one light rail line in service, and a second
under construction. Both link distant suburbs
with the city core.
But in February, light rail's fortune took a
sudden detour. Voters in Vancouver, Wash.,
trounced a ballot measure co link that city with
a north-south expansion of Portland's system.
Then in March, Seattle area voters defeated a
$6.7 billion light-rail plan
by a 53-47 ratio. And in
June, light rail's opponents in the Oregon
Legislature prevented a
· full House vote on the
state's share of funding
Portland's north-south
expansion,
despite
aggressive button-holing
by pro-rail business leaders from Portland.
In the Puget
Sound vote, Seattle's
strong support for a bus
and rail system linking
King, Snohomish and
Pierce counties
was
overwhelmed by "no"
votes in the 'burbs. For one thing, there was
the hefty price cag. Voters might have been
scared off by an early leading proposal that
cost twice as much as the measure voters
defeated. "It toppled because of its own
weight," says Denny Fleenor, spokesman for
the Regional Transit Authority. People, he
says, "weren't ready to make that level of
commitment."
Most of the public's attention focused on
the rail cornponent.of the ballot measure. Part
of it called for pricey tunnels in Seattle. The
job of transporting people from suburb co
suburb would have been accomplished
through an expanded bus service. The proposal was also mired in policies. Aaron Ostrom
of ALT-TRANS, a group advocating alternative transit, says the measure was designed co
give each of the three counties "something
out of it," which pushed costs way up. And he
says the measure lost support from people
dissatisfied with the level of service their own
neighborhoods or cities would gee.
In the end, even environmentalists were
skeptical. "I like rail, but when you pencil it

out. it doesn't seem co work," says Don
Shakow of the Washington Environmental
Council. Shakow also points out that each
projected train-rider does not automatically
correspond with a car removed from traffic
because many riders would be former bus
commuters.
Shakow says light rail does little for the
vase numbers of people who make chain trips
- that is, their commute is broken up by
errands and appointments in scattered locations. He advises making most of existing
roads - adding buses, as well as lanes
and ramps for buses, and developing computerized
ride-sharing.
Telecommuting is also
expected to increase.
These
setbacks
have forced light-rail
advocates and city planners to reflect on other
options. Major decisions
on the future of light rail
in both Portland and
Seattle could come in
July.
Seattle will explore
the question of light rail
at a transportation summit scheduled for July
11 and 12. Fleenor says
the ITTA plans co try
again with the voters in
the spring, If it loses, the RTA and light rail
are toast; counties will have co develop their
own mass transit plan if they want one.
The showdown over Portland's light rail
expansion comes July 28, when Oregon legislators take up the matter once again in a special session. They will be asked to put $375
million in lottery-backed bonds toward the
project. Dave Yaden, a Tri-Met official in
Portland, says he would be shocked if it loses.
"There's substantial support in both houses,"
he says. But" Republicans who blocked the
vote during the regular session remain skep.. tical of the $100 million a mile price tag and
unconvinced it meets the public's needs.
The most promising role for commuter
trains in the region may be the long-distance,
high-speed variety. The corridor from
Vancouver, B.C., co Eugene has been designated as a showcase for very fast trains. One
high-speed train runs in Washington as part of
a demonstration project. The Washington
Legislature approved $34 million co continue
the service. But Oregon is not on the same
track. The recent Legislature axed $6.5 mil-

In short. as a
solution to the
problems of traffic
congestion. urban
sprawl and pollution
from automobile
exhaust. light rail is
no substitute for
smart planning and
bus systems.

lion for high-speed
rail, but will take it up
again Jul 28. California, meanwhile, is developing a high-speed
line from San Diego to
Sacra memo.

Groups
call for

The park could be established by either
the legislative or executive branches of the
United States and British Columbia governments. Among those endorsing it are U.S.
Assi cant Secretary of the Interior George T
Frampton,
former president
of The
Wilderness Society. Supporters are encouraged to write to B.C. Premier Mike Harcourt
or Vice President Al Gore. A poll conducted
last December by Seattle Elway Research of
Seattle found Washington voters support the
idea of an international park in the North
Cascades by a three-to-one ratio.

International
Park in North Snake River
Cascades
Salmon:
It's All
Downstream

By Kathie Durbin

Fifteen environmental

group

on both

sides of the U.S.-Canadian
border have
unveiled a long-awaited plan to create a

~;;~:1:s p:;t:e:t~;~o~oarlt~:rkgr:::r w~~!~
Cascades ecosy tern, one of the last largely
unfragmented chunks of wild land remaining
in temperate North America.
"The common objective outlined in
this proposal recognize the orth Cascades
as the um of several parts and the need for
agencie co manage these parts as one entity," says Terri Pauly, projects director for the
ational
Parks
and
Conservation
Association at a June 14 news conference
unveiling the plan.
The Cascades International
Alliance
took a swipe at rumor-mongers in the Wise
e and militia movements who have claimed
the park proposal is a giant conspiracy to relinquish national sovereignty over . . lands to
an international body and deprive private
property owners of their rights, among other
wild assertions.
"This proposal ha nothing to do with
the U ," the alliance said in a fact sheet. " o
UN troops; no black helicopters; no microchip
implants; no ew World Order. While these
derails no doubt make the proposal Jes exciting to extremists, U involvement i not
needed to protect this important ecosy tern."
Only federal land in the United States
and British Provincial Crown lands in Canada
would be affected by the plan. Land management agencies in the respective countries
would retain jurisdiction, backers say, though
coordination and cooperation would increase.
There i no plan to purchase private land,
clo e highways, change current recreation
management or camper with water rights.
The park itself would consist of exi ting
national and provincial parks and recreation
areas - North Cascade National Park, three
recreation area and even wilderne area in
\ a hington
race
and Manning and
Cathedral Provincial Parks and two recreation
areas in British Columbia. Thoe lands would
be jointly managed by existing park agencies.
A urrounding stewardship area, encompa ing all public lands within the
orth
Ca cades, would be managed to protect key
wildlife migration corridors and restore important almon streams, including the Chilliwack
River of Briti h Columbia and Bacon Creek, a
tributary of Washington's Skagit Ri er.
Out ide those key areas, logging and other
resource extraction consistent with ecological
objectives could continue.

from Here
By Pat Ford
For thousands of years, the Snake River
has been home to some of the largest salmon
runs in the West. But since the 1970s, when
the last of eight major dams was built across
their 900-mile route to the ocean, the fish have
been in steep decline. They were given
protection under the Endangered Species Act
in 1991, yet their numbers have dropped even
further since then.
But 1995 was seen as a potential turning
point. The mountains of Idaho and Eastern
Oregon got plenty of snow last winter, which
translated into the
best spring run-off
in a decade. A
strong run-off can
make the salmon's
ride through the
hydro projects more
swift and thu more
safe. Moreover the
hydro system is now
operated under a
court order requiringthe government
to make sure the
needs of salmon
aren't
horted in
favor of power production and other industrial uses of the river.
The most hopeful sign was the fact that
the year bezan with some 1.3 million baby
wild fish - not a lot by historical standards but
five to 20 rime the numbers we'll see in the
next two year - moving downstream starting
in early April
So what happened? So far, it's been business as u ual on the Columbia hydrosystem,
The government is failing to implement key
parts of a highly controversial salmon recovery
plan. The almon did not get the water the
plan says they are entitled to. Instead, mnre,
than 90 percent are being tran ported downstream in barg an alternative favored by
industry despite the fact that in past years it
has not saved the runs. And the government
has retained water in reservoirs that could be
available for use it power production later on
this year.

O

perating the dam with minimal
impact on salmon requires the government
to
make a complex
series of actions.
These actions are
spelled out in a Strategy known as a
"Biological Opinion,"
rendered
by the
National
Marine
Fisheries Service as
part of its duty to
enforce
the
Endangered Species
Act. At the core of this
strategy is a commitment to increase river
velocities
somewhat
during the migration
period, by meeting target flows. The water to
meet these target flows
in the Snake River is
stored in dams in Idaho,
primarily Dworshak on
the Clearwater River.
In addition, the
strategy calls for diverting
water and fish over dam
spillways,
instead · of
allowing the fish to be
chewed up in hydropower turbines. It calls for
"spreading the risk" whereby baby salmon are
both barged and allowed to migrate in the river. Finally, it sets out an "adaptive management strategy" in which a Technical
Management Team, composed of managers of
the three federal hydro agencies and two federal fishery agencies, makes weekly decisions
on the operations of the hydrosystern for fish
passage.
For the first 25 days of the migration
period (April 10 to May 5), official flow targets
were not met in the Lower Snake River. Even
though the May
water forecast wa 94
percent of normal,
and even though millions of juveniles
were present, the
Technical
Management Team
did not do what the
Biological Opinion
said it should do:
release water from
upstream dams to
meet the flow targets.
Moreover, spill
to prevent 80 percent
of arriving fish from
going through the dam turbines - the standard
in the Biological Opinion - has not been done
at any time during the migration season co date
at Lower Granite, Little Goose or Lower
Monumental dams, the first three the fish face.
The result of these failures is that almost
all tile salmon and steelhead srnolts arriving at
the lower Snake River dams either went
through the turbines - the deadliest possible
route - or were captured and barged down the
river. Through June 8, more than LS million
salmon and steelhead smolts died in the curhines, ar, r.b.l!. (i.r;'l!. rJ;w~ rtun,<:, 'm, •l7{t '2fif'Jr.:c.
Even in this "good wacer year," more than 90
percent of the smolts in the Snake were
barged, rendering the spread-thc-ri k element
of tile Biological Opinion a meaningless slogan.
The Technical Management Team
process itself has also been undermined. The
CONTINUED
ON
PAGE
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So what happened?
So far. ifs been business
as usual on the Columbia
River hydrosystem.
The government is failing
to implement a key part
of its salmon recovery
plan.
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SOME
OPINIONSON ,
BRITISH COLUMBIAS

FORESTS ARE A LITTLE

OUT OF DATE.

PULP FICTION
Backqronnd:

Should phone
books and newspapers be made with
thousand-year-old cedar; Douglas fir and
Sitka spruce? That is what's happening to
ancient forest in British Columbia's
Clayoquot Sound, where MacMillan
Bloedel Ltd., a timber giant based in
Vancouver; B.C., cuts trees to supply
paper for the likes of U.S. West, Pacific
Bell and The New York Times. This ad,
which ran recently in Editor & Publisher;
is designed to deflect criticism of
MacBloe's clear cutting in Clayoquot

"essage:

The ad points out
that its newsprint comes primarily from
sawmill byproducts and recycled papers.
And anyone who thinks the company's
forest practices are wasteful is a
dinosaur living in the past.

The Facts:

MacBloe's 1.egacy
of 50 years of clearcutting adds up to
vast fields of stumps, decimated salmon
habitat and eroding hillsides. But what's
happening now? According to the
Natural Resources Defense Council,
more than 120,000 acres of B.Cs
ancient forest were clearcut last year:
Pac Bell, the phone company serving the
Bay Area, says that 5 percent of its telephone book pages come from clearcuts
ir;,, CJ~~~l ~&rt,+b'~ '<-mtiri'ft:!ffL:.
southernmost large temperate rainforest
that's still largely intact. MacBloe has a
license to remove up to 54 percent of
the trees from Clayoquot already 20
percent are gone.
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Field Notes c o N 1 1 N u E o
Army Corps made and implemented everal
river decisions outside the technical team's
process - notably decisions on flow augmentation and spill.
For example, on l\lay 5 the Army Corps
unilaterally decided to reduce flows from
Dworshak Reservoir in Idaho by nearly half.
Fishery biologists say these flows would have
helped make for a more successful migration.
But the Army Corps claimed turbine troubles
at a downstream dam were causing high levels of nitrogen in the water, slightly in excess
of state of Oregon and Washington water
quality standards. The Army Corps had not
consulted with the Technical Management
Team before reducing the flow or notifying
anyone in the Clinton administration.
Then, at a May 10 meeting, the National
Marine Fisheries Service called on
the Army Corps to restore flows in
the river. 1 he Army Corps not
only refused to do so, it unilaterally lowered the water
still further, down to less
than 10 percent of the
pre-May 5 flow,
even though the
Technical
Management
Team
did
not
approve
that
action.
Moreover,
none of the Army
Corps' actions reduced the
nitrogen to a level in compliance
with the states' standards.
Perhaps this all sounds a little technical.
Not for the fish it isn't. How Lower Granite
Dam is operating on April 10, or April 21, or
May 3, or any other day means everything to
them. The decisions made by the Army
Corps, Technical Management Team and
Clinton
administration
will determine
whether the stocks survive or go extinct.
Meanwhile, the Snake River salmon are
moving closer to the lip of extinction. Last
year, 1,800 wild fish returned as adults. This
year, the number is expected to be between
350 and 500. The 1995 migration could have
reversed that trend. Even with the most
important migration in the species' history;
even in (finally) a good water year with a wet
spring; even under court order to do more for
fish; and even with a presumably governing
document spelling out what will be done for
fish - it was not done.

California
Struggles to

Bring Back
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Its Salmon
By Poul Koberstein
The Clinton administration in June
launched an historic effort to double
salmon runs in California's Central Valley,
the southern end of the Pacific salmon's
range and where federal irrigation projects have pushed several runs to the

brink of extinction. The Central Valley
and San Francisco Bay/Delta are home to
the nation's first salmon run to qualify for
the Endangered
Species
List, the
Sacramento River's winter run kings, Ii ted in 1990. The area is also one of the
world's most prolific producers of most
things edible other than seafood. In
recent years, farmers have flourished
while commercial fi hing interests have
suffered greatly.
The government plans to boost
salmon in part by increasing in-river flows
for fi h in the Sacramento. The strategy
would reclaim 800,000 acre-feet of water
for fish by reducing irrigation usage, as
authorized by the Central Valley Project
Improvement Act of 1992; a badly needed reform. The doubling plan comes on
the heels of another historic event last
December, when Gov. Pete Wilson and
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt declared
a "truce" in the water wars between
fishery
and ag
interest .
Their "BayDelta" agreement, culminating a year of
intense
negotiations, is a three-year
compromise that gives
new protections for the
San
Francisco
Bay/Delea
Estuary.
But on June 21, just after the doubling plan had been trotted out for public
comment at a round of hearings, a group
of eight California Republican lawmakers
introduced legislation
in Congress that
would undermine everything. Their bill,
given a good chance to at least pass in the
House, would repeal much of the Central
Valley Project Improvement Act by
ensuring renewal of all long-term irrigation
contracts
from
Redding
co
Bakersfield, leaving wildlife refuges vulnerable to deeper water cuts, and killing
a San Joaquin River salmon study.
According to the Sacramento Bee, the
Republicans are looking to buy votes for
their legislation from other western lawmakers by attaching ocher states' pet
water projects to the bill. Barry Nelson,
head of the Save San Francisco Bay
Association, calls the bill the "legislative
equivalent of a drive-by shooting."
The Clinton administration
also
opposes the bill, but as Dave Behar, executive director of San Rafael-based The
Bay Institute points out, the administration has damaged its own credibility by
writing off salmon runs originating at the
southern end of the Central Valley, a
reach of the San Joaquin River left bone
dry by water diversions at Friant Dam.
Babbitt's office announced the decision
on Oct. 21, 1994, about two weeks before
last November's Republican landslide.
"It is important chat the department
focus its recovery efforts on chose fisheries with the best chance at recovery,"
Babbitt's office stated. "It is clear that
this is not such a fishery."
If Babbitt's statement was designed
to help elect Democrats in the mostly
conservative valley, it didn't work. But as
Behar and others suggest, it may have
inspired rhe eight Republicans
to gut
ocher provisions in the 1992 act. And if
they succeed, the plan to double the runs

Will Defense Take
Over at Hanford?
Gee used to the idea of military control
of the nation's nuclear weapons
ites and the massive job of cleang them up. A bill pushed by
Republican budget-cutter would abolish the sites' current caretaker, the Energy
Department, and turn them over to the
Department of Defense.

Mark Hatfield, R-Oregon, chat the BPA is
exaggerating the amount of money it's losing. Moreover, Defazio says before the
BPA gets a bailout it must addre. s other
reasons behind its financial woes, uch as
its huge nuclear debt, the sub idics it pays
to certain industrial interests, and a record
of questionable management decisions."

The Defense Department is not noted for
a stellar environmental record, but chat
might not be important in Congress,
despite the fact chat these sites have been
trashed with vast quantities of radioactive
and toxic waste. In a separate piece of legislation, two powerful senators, Bennett
Johnston,
D-Louisiana
and
Frank
Murkow ki, R-Alaska, want to preempt all
environmental
laws at Hanford, the
nuclear
weapon
sire in southeast
Washington, and exempt all officials and
contractors from liability. Their amendment to the Hanford Land Management
Act before the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, which Murkow ki
chairs, would risk returning Hanford to the
days of the Cold War, when the government recklessly polluted the Hanford site
with huge volumes of waste with impunity
while operating under the veil of secrecy.

I may be only a matter of rime before
Republicans in Congress attempt
to unravel the Columbia River
orge National Scenic Area. Watch
for Rep. Linda Smith, the con ervative
from Clark County at the Gorge's west
end, to introduce legislation at the local
governments, gutting the Scenic Area Act
with a rider to an appropriations bill. If she
does, and it passes, look for urban prawl to
spread eastward from Vancouver and
Portland through the gorge.

Many people are deeply troubled by
the Northwest's floundering almon
runs, but some, most notably Sen.
lade Gorton,
the Washington
Republican, are ready to write certain
runs off. In January, Gorton told The
Associated Press, "There is a cost beyond
which you just have to say very regrettably
we have to let species or subspecies go."
Gorton believes that line has been crossed
with Idaho salmon, even though the price
of salmon recovery amounts to little more
than the cost of a "latte a month" to the
typical household, as the Seo/tie Times put
it. On June 1, Gorton revealed in a memo
leaked to environmental groups that he
would be willing to direct a regionwide
public relations campaign aimed at selling
his salmon-extinction agenda to the public.
Though Gorton was reviled in the press for
saying these things, he is not the only one
with such views. Many in the electric utility, aluminum, timber and irrigated agriculture industries have been muttering for
years that salmon, especially on the
Columbia River, are a nuisance.
Ironically,
the
Bonneville
Power
Administration, which played a major role
in decimating Columbia River salmon
runs, may go extinct before the fish. In
recent weeks, the BPA broke a power sales
agreement with British Columbia, cancelled a large generating project in Tacoma
and lost industrial customers to other utilities - all because of financial woes the
BPA says were brought on by the high cost
ol saving salmon. Now toe' "o?h WdTIU;
Congress to help pay some of its salmon
recovery costs, which it says exceed $300
million yearly in lost power sales plus
another hundred million or so for specific
programs. But Rep. Peter Defazio, DOregon contends in a June 15 letter to Sen.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich has a
suggestion that could
idetrack
Alaska Rep. Don Young's efforts
o move a bill gutting the
Endangered Species Act to the House
floor in July. At a May 25 hearing, Gingri h
suggested that ranchers, loggers, environmentalists and biologists convene a meeting over the August recess in which they
switch roles and try to resolve the problems
and challenges the law poses for each
group. The goal for all players in the
debate, ays Gingrich, should be to write a
new law that is "economically rational, biologically correct and respects the property
rights of individuals." And while urging his
colleagues to try to give equal consideration to property rights and the need for biological diversity, Gingrich also says that
"the Endangered Species Act is the wrong
slogan, it should be the biological diversity
act." On this point, the Endangered
Species Coalition points out, he's in
"strange and rare agreement with the
Administration, which would like to use a
multi-species
approach to conservation,
rather than the current species-by-species
approach."
eanwhile, Sen. John Chafee, RRhode Island, chair of the Senate
Environment
and Public Works
mmittee, says that "while the ESA
will be amended, it is safe to say that it will
not be repealed or gutted. Most Americans
.... support the conservation of fish and
wildlife and maintenance of a healthy environment."
As of press time, the White House was still
waffling on the fate of the salvage-logging
rider that would permit virtually unregulated logging in National Forests. On June 20,
the White House invited representatives
from the National Audubon Society, Sierra
Club, League of Conservation Voters,
Environmental Strategies and Natural
Resources Defense Council to see if a
compromi e could be worked out The
groups say no compromise that su pends
environmental laws is acceptable.

Take the Money and Run
Commercial Nuclear Industry Laps Up Biggest Subsidies of All

DOLLARS
NONSENSE
By Robin Klein

itive. As a 1992 Shearson Lehman Brothers commentary states, "The average
o wonder Louisiana Senator Bennett Johnston fights so vehemently for
anything pro-nuke when you consider the pork his backers in the nuclear
operating costs of nuclear power plants are now higher than those of conventional
industry enjoy.
plants and other power supply alternatives." The SECC letter reported that 74
percent of utility executives surveyed by the Washington International Energy
And, pork is putting it politely.
Group in 1994 say their utility will never order another nuclear power plant.
Government subsidies given to the commercial nuclear industry are greater
"We don't want to repeat the debacle of nuclear fisthan those given any other industry. The government has
sion, which was costly to achieve and ultimately unacpaid, and continues to pay, enormous sums to develop
nuclear technology, and will pay again to safeguard nuclear
ceptable to society," says MIT physicist and chairman of
waste long after the plants are shut down. The industry's
the Union for Concerned Scientists, Dr. Henry Kendall.
"Whether or not the fusion budget is slashed, it's clear
burden on taxpayers extends centuries beyond the relatively short 30 to 40 year working life of a typical nuclear power
the government is not putting enough money into nearterm winners that are intrinsically benign, low-technoloplant.
Citizens have subsidized uranium mining and the
gy and within reach in economic terms, such as wind
Energy technologies received more than $36
power, photovoltaics and solar thermal."
development of the advanced technology, paid noncombillion in federal government subsidies in 1989,
petitive utility rates for nuclear-generated electricity and
Congress did make some cuts in fusion programs
in tax breaks, loans, grants, and other direct and
this
year,
but the congressional dagger plunged more
funded government loans, grants, and tax breaks for the
indirect subsidies. Nuclear and fossil fuels todeeply into solar and renewables programs, cutting those
industry. They also pay the nuclear industry's decontaminagether received 88 percent of this total.
funds in half. And still, the DOE is requesting over $600
tion and long term disposal costs.
!In Miiiions Df 1989$1
million for fiscal 1996 fusion research. "It's like Pacman,
In 1989 alone, we paid more than $10 billion in direct
gobbling up the research money," says one Los Alamos
and indirect subsidies to the industry, according to a 1993
scientist.
report by The Alliance to Save Energy on federal energy
subsidies. For nuclear energy research alone, taxpayers
Some, like Jim DiPeso of Northwest Conservation
have forked out more than $50.8 billion from 1948 to 1992.
Act Coalition, are concerned the taxpayer and ratepayer
Moreover, nuclear industry captains - such as
will get saddled with "stranded debt" left by past
Coal, 011, N1lunl 611
Westinghouse and General Electric as well as numerous
nuclear power plant fiascos. Bonneville Power
(580/o)
21,076
research labs like Argonne - profit grandly from all that
Administration, for example, owes over $12 billion for
costly development.
the Washington Public Power Supply Systems nuclear
They build nuclear facilities, then operate them for
power plants:
"Huge cost overruns led to the cancellation of two
several decades - capitalizing on technology developed
•
"Other"
includes
wastes-to·
Other•
energy and subsidies to general
projects,"says DiPeso, "which resulted in the largest
with tax dollars - and then take the money and run, while
(1%)
electricity. Percentages do not
448
municipal bond default in U.S. history, and suspension of
taxpayers bear the additional costs of baby-sitting the voltotal 100 due to rounding.
two others, which have since been terminated. Only one
umes of hazardous wastes produced by the facilities, for
·Source: The Alliance to Save Energy, Federal Energy Subsidies:
plant was completed and it is generating uneconomical
generations.
Energy, Environmental. and Fiscal Impacts. April 1993
power."
This year Congress appropriated over half a billion dol© Safe Energy Communication Council, 1994
But who is keeping check on the industry? The
lars directly to the commercial nuclear industry for research
Office of Technology Assessment reviews technologies
and development, and reactor termination. Of that, $220
and frequently makes highly critical recommendations to Congress. Few organimillion went to fission reactor development, according to the DOE's Budget
zations wield the credibility, resources, and common sense expertise on the
Office. An additional $229 million went to fusion research, says Chris Nichols of
nuclear industry as the OTA. Now, powerful forces in Congress are trying to elimthe Safe Energy Communication Council in Washington DC.
inate that agency, which costs the taxpayer only $22 million a year. In a time of
"The fusion program is particularly wasteful," SECC claims in a June 14 letbudget-cutting and high-stakes pork, the OTA has become a nuisance to those in
ter. "The DOE concedes that a commercially viable fusion reactor may not be
bed with commercial nuclear power. So, in a further shift of control toward beneoperational until 2040 at the earliest. Thi means nearly a century of research and
factors of boondoggles, Congress might just axe one of the few esteemed sane
a projected $50 billion investment will have been made - with no assurance that
organizations - one which tends to be critical of an insane industry.
it will work, or be cost competitive."
Indeed, existing nuclear power has been criticized for not being cost compet-
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U.S. EnergySubsidies
Favor Nuclear,Fossil
Technologies
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Memories
of the Arctic
National
Wildlife
Refuge

By Susan Alexander

s the summer solstice draws near, my
thoughts turn to Alaska's Far North, and to
my annual pilgrimage to the land known as
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. This
year, though,

more than in the past, my excitement

is heavily tainted with fear. This year those who
seek to destroy th is magical place stand a far better
chance of success.
Beaver Pond North Slope Brooks Range. Alaska
I am also moved by memories of
my many adventures there. I ponder
the fate of the Gwich 'in people whose
way of life depends on the caribou
herd chat calves on the Arctic Coastal
Plain. Arctic Village lies about 80 miles
north of the Arctic Circle on the southern border of the refuge.
Its 130
Gwich'in
residents live in picturesque
log homes along the banks of the East
Fork of the Chandalar
River, which
snakes out from the rugged peaks of
the Brooks Range, the village's northern backdrop.
I shudder to chink of Gwich'in life
if the caribou herds disappear. Norma
Kassi, a Gwich'in
leader from Old
Crow, Yukon, best summed it up when
she said, "If we destroy the land and
resources on which we depend, and
with which
we Ii ve, then we are
destroying ourselves ... We depend on
~ the caribou and our survival depends
:& on their protection. We cannot tolerate
.:: any harm to the renewable resources
that have sustained my people and our
c ancestors
for many
thousands
of
u
ao years."
uc
In the harsh
northern
environLfl
merit, the culture of indigenous
peopies is in cricacely
connected
to the
», gathering,
storage and preparation
of
2, food. "Subsistence," as this traditional
way of life has come to be called,
sounds like it's only about eating, but

S
t

tions, they have cared for the caribou
herd and the herd has cared for
the
people,
and that this symbiotic
that's hardly the case. Activities associrelationship
cannot
stop now. They
ated with hunting,
fishing,
drying,
speak
of how losing
the caribou
smoking, cooking and eating are the
would devastate their culture. Almost
binding essence of the culture. They
all discussions
are spoken in Gwich'
are what link families and communities
in.
Though
I
can't
together. Dried caribou cannot simply
it, the
be replaced with frozen hamburger. As understand
intonations
of
Alaska Natives so often say, it leaves
the speakers,
and
them "hungry." Plastic-wrapped
meat
the expressions
on
bought at the village score doesn't fill
their
own
faces
and
the spiritual/cultural-indeed
nutritionthose of their lisal-needs
of indigenous
people. Many
teners,
communiscientists
believe the caribou cannot
cate
the
depth
of
endure the insult of oil development
their
feelings.
on their calving
grounds;
and, as
A
traditional
Natives
tell it, much
less so the
day,
intended
to
Gwich'in.
educate visitors and
celebrate
the culeven years ago, I was among the
ture,
is
held
during
lucky few non-Natives
invited to
one
day
of
the
attend
the
first
modern-day
week-long
event.
Gwich'in
Niintsyaa
- a gathering of
Many people dress
the bands called by the chiefs. Though
in traditional
cosit's traditional,
until 1988, one had not
tumes
decorated
taken place for more than a century. It
beadworks
took a threat to the Arctic Refuge to with fringe and elaborate
and
sewn
from
hides,
velveteen
and
bring together Gwich'in from Canada
synthetics.
and Alaska for the five-day event.
Evening brings the big potlatch.
Mose of the Gathering - which
Caribou
heads roast on wooden hooks
took place in the log community hall
over
two
open fires. Passersby
give
completed just in time for the event them
an
occasional
spin
to
ensure
even
involves
people spontaneously
stepcooking. A beaver with big, white teeth
ping up to a microphone.
Holding the
protruding
from its blackened
body
carved wooden "talking stick," elder
·
hangs
beside
caribou
heads.
Numerous
after elder speaks of how, for genera-

S

charred geese still smoking from the
fire are laid out nearby. Flanks of raw
cut-up moose and caribou are piled up
inside a tent, where a pot full of furry
caribou legs awaits its turn in the fire.
With the assistance of an old woman, I
wrap a generous
piece of caribou in
aluminum
foil,
along
with some
sliced onions
and
potatoes, and toss it
on one of the grills.
While waiting for ir
co cook, I sample
succulent
moose,
boiled caribou and
heavy Indian fried
bread-dough.
Though
I doubt I
would enjoy
this
heavy concoction in
my own kitchen,
everything
tastes
great in the bush.
Feeling impatient
and intoxicated
by
the rich, smoky aromas that fill the air, I pull my little silver package off the grill and unwrap it.
"Medium
rare," 1 observe out loud,
"that should be okay," but a nearby
Gwich'in
gentleman
peers over my
shoulder,
and quietly but firmly suggests that I return it to the fire for a
while. Ten minutes later, he signals his
approval,
and I feast on the tender
meat and vegetables.
'

I ponder the fate of
Gwich'in people
whose way of life
depends on the caribou that calve on the
Coastal Plain.

n a day hike into the mounrains, we seek the migrating
herd of caribou. We cross tundra frocked with flowers responding to
a spring just beginning to take hold in
mid-June. Fuzzy-stalked woolly lousewort blooms bright pink, along with
cerulean lupines, tufts of green moss
campion flecked with tiny pink flowers, yellow Arctic poppies
always
turned to the sun, and white avens
atop their delicate stalks. Soon we pull
away from the stream and head up the
untracked hills. Higher up, our view of
the Brooks
Range
expands:
dark,
jagged, bare rocks with snow still
caught in deep draws and couloirs - a
tableau in black and white.
The river below is a classic Arctic
braided stream. Not confined to one
channel, its fingers spread out cutting
numerous beds in gravel that shifts
each year under the force of melting
ice. Around a bend, below camp, a
winding branch of the river splits what
looks like a miniature glacier. Its presence explains
the frigid edge of the
north wind.
On a bench about 4,000 feet up,
my companion reaches down and picks
up a rock with a ghostly fossil etched
into its surface. It is definitely marine,
maybe a fish tail or a finely ribbed leaf.
For a long time we stare at this vivid
reminder of a great ocean that once
long ago covered these hills.
Next day, we load the rafts and
head toward the mini-glacier,
which
was formed when the river broke
through and overflowed the hardening
surface, then froze in layers. The
glacial field is about 10-feet thick and
deep blue with snowy white horizontal
strands. The glistening sapphire layers
seem lit from within. The sun works
its magic on the ice, cutting meandering streams into its surface that run off
the steep edges in clear cascades.
The day's paddling lands us at the
northern edge of the mountains where
the foothills take over and then give
way to the Coastal Plain.
On the following day, a companion
and I strike
out, crossing wet, spongy tundra and
ankle twisting tussocks - mushroomshaped clumps of sedge grass typically
surrounded by water. We climb a bluff

O

and escape the muck. Ptarmigan croak
and rise as we startle them. Ducks
float on a round lake along with shrinking rafts of ice; a pair of loons rests
quietly among the aquatic
grasses.
Birdsong surrounds us; golden plovers
perch on tussocks calling to one another and sandpipers cheep loudly, crying
to distract us from their nests.
After a long time, we see something move in the distance. At least we
think we do. Experience has taught me

Swamps & Marshes of the Hula Hula River.
Brooks Range. Arctic Alaska
that the Arctic light and the desire to ·
see critters often deliver. illusions.
As
we glass the distant horizon, finally I
see it - a caribou, and another and
another.
The whole faraway hillside
shudders with caribou. In fact, everywhere we look, there are caribou standing, munching, resting, moving slowly
across the hills. We gasp, not really
believing that we have found a part of
the great annual aggregation. The mass
consists almost entirely of spindlylegged, black-eyed calves, fragile yet
remarkably
mature for being only
about two weeks old. By more or less
dropping all their young at once, caribou swamp their predators. The grizzlies, wolves, wolverines and golden
eagles can only eat so much. By the
time they are ready for more, the calves

Caribou. Brooks Range. Arctic national wildlife refuge Alaska

are up and running with the herd. We
are among what must be 40,000 animals,
and are witnessing what has
been called "America's Serengeti."
Further down the river, where the
foothills begin to flatten, I discover a
furry forest. Qiviuc, the undercoat
of
the musk ox, hangs like Christmas
tree cotton from the willows. Softer
and warmer than cashmere, the brown
unbleached clumps signal
the recent
passage of a herd. Soon 20 animals
come into view, lolling near the river.
Their ankle-length,
human-like hair
falls from their humped backs and
blows softly in the breeze. Their
bison-like
faces frame curled pigtail
horns in a scene straight from the Ice
Age. Musk oxen survived on the never glaciated
coastal plain, but were
wiped out last century. The musk
oxen's
circle-the-wagons
defense
strategy works well with wolves, but
fails
miserably
against
rifles.
Reintroduced
25 years ago, they now

thrive in their ancient home.
After emerging
from that eerie
world, I walk on the plain just a few
miles from the coast. The tundra,
though still carrying winter's gray mantle, teems with life. Nests are everywhere. I am struck by the subtle beauty of the place, by the intricacy of the
vegetation and the richness of the life
it supports - so much life its heartbeat seems audible. Standing upon it,
breathing deep of its loamy scent, I am
once again renewed by it, moved by its
intimate openness, struck by its bounty, and saddened at what could so easily befall it.
•
(For more information, contact the
Northern
Alaska
Environmental
Center, 907-452-5021,
or the Gwich'in
Steering Committee, 907-258-6814.)
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Susan Alexander lives in San Francisco,
where she works for the Public 1l1edia
Center; a non-profit group.
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By Michael O'Rourke
ess than a mile from a major river 149 underground
nuclear weapons waste tanks lie buried. Built in great
haste during the peak of the Cold War, a third of the
tanks are leaking their highly radioactive and deadly
contents into che soil and, gradually, che river. All of
chem have been poorly maintained. Records of exactly what's in
the tanks are non-existent. Several lack the most basic monitoring
co check the cemperacure or liquid levels inside. Some are in danger of exploding and precipitating a Chernobyl-like disaster.
Close by stands an aging and now shut-down plutonium processing plane. Inside are stockpiles of pure weapons-grade plutonium. Experts say the plane's security systems couldn't prevent
theft. Past audits of the plane's inventory have failed to balance,
stoking fears chat the material may have ended up on the black
market or in the hands of terrorises.
A scenario in the former Soviet Union? o, these dangers
exist much closer to home. At the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in
southeastern Washington, where the government made plutonium
for nuclear weapons.

L

Nearly all of Hanford's environmental and safety problems were first brought
to light by whistleblowcrs, employees
who risked their jobs and even their
lives by speaking out. Their story is a
shocking one. Their actions fly in the
face of the Hanford establishment - the
Department of Energy and its contractors, the private companies that run
I lanford for the DOE. The traditional
establishment view is that problems are
best kept "under the I Ian ford cent."
This presumably because a public airing
might risk the lucrative flow of dollars
from the Federal treasury into contractors' pockets. As a result, whiscleblowers'
concerns at Hanford have been met with
repression and intimidation.
Leading the charge against whistleblowers is a national network of security
and investigative agencies chat includes
the DO E's Office of che Inspector
General. The OIG reports directly co
Congress; Energy Secretary I lazel
O'Leary has no authority over ic. Sources
say O'Leary's new policy of listening to
whistlcblowcrs sparked an invesngation
into her accivicie by the Inspector
General's office.
The OJG, acting in concert with
ocher security agencies funded by the
DOE, consntutes, according to it., crincv,
a rogue police force accountable to no
one. Replete with code names, high-tech
eavesdropping gear and e,-CIA operatives, the curies sa) chi, governmentfunded secuntv network operates
beyond the law, violating the civil rights
of private cinzens. It~ actions have
sparked dozens of lawxuitv throughout
the DOE\ complex of weapons planes
- the lion's share at I lanford, Late last
vcar, O'Leary released a new draft policv
to protect w histleblowers. But Alene
Anderson, Seattle staff urtorncy for the
( ;o\'crnmcnc Accountability Project, sa) \
that despite the new policv the abuse
persists. Lvery week, she says, new
reports of illegal whistleblowcr harassment arrive at her office.
hile the merits of these newer
allegations of harassment cannot
be immediately determined, the
Government Accountability Project's files
arc full of well-documented examples of
how the DOE has routinely abused the
civ ii rights of conscientious workers.
Evidence gathered gathered by GAP
lawyers in the discovery phase of several
whiscleblower lawsuits points to a highly
developed clandestine intelligence apparatus chat has the capability to eavesdrop
on anyone living in the Tri-Cirics (population 140,000) next co the Hanford sire.
Typical is the case of Ed Bricker. A
third-generation Hanford worker. Bricker
started our as a loyal employee and
believed in I Janford's mission: the
defense of America. Brickcr's transformation began shortly after he first came to
work at Hanford in 1977. He informed his
manager of unsafe operating procedures
involving a crane at a job site. The condition was not corrected and a fellow worker died because of ir. Bricker who blamed
himself for not pressing his safety concerns harder. Lacer, he cru aded for safety
improvements, repeatedly informing his
managers about poorly designed and
maintained equipment which threatened
worker health and safety.
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ing who his friends were,

Hanford whistleblowers pose with Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary. center.
Ed Bricker is kneeling at right.

Brickcr's job involved handling highly toxic plutonium with through-the-wall
gloves inside of supposedly airtight bur Bricker says leaky - hood . And chat
wasn't the only problem. "I lood windows
were so dirty that you couldn't sec the
equipment you were working with
behind those hood windows. You could
puncture your glove, which many people
there have done, and get deposited within vnur blood. as a result of chat punccure
wound, plutonium."
I hs managers labeled him as
a troublemaker I le man,1gcd co transfer ro a new
job al [lanford\
radioactiv e wast 1.
rank forms where
he encountered
similar problems including

Bricker decided to take his concerns
co a congressional committee charged
with over eeing Hanford. "All hell broke
loose in my case, and management just
literally wenc off the deep end, and
decided that they had to get rid of me,
and chat's what they set about doing."
Bricker worked for I Ian ford's prime
contractor at the rime, Rockwell
Internacional. Unable to dismiss him ·
outright, his managers began a campaign
of harassment and terror to force him out.
Evidence points to a conspiracy co
oust Bricker inv oh ing the
Department of Ener1-,'),
Rockwell, and
\\btinghousc who
later took over the
prime contract.
The campaign
\\as ultimately
SIICCC~sful;
Bricker left his
I Ian ford job
under duress in
1991. He says
the tactics u ed
against him included intimidation and
character assassination.
"I was ostracized terribly.
I was constantly called on the
carpet and ridiculed in front of fellow workers. This had the tendency tO
send a very strong signal to employees to
avoid Ed Bricker at all coses because if
you associated with him, all ores of things
would happen co you."

THe government
went so far as
to set up a ''war
room" to plan the
assault against
Bricker.

poorly maint-uncd equipment that rendered many of
the tanks dangerous. Bricker
began co realize
that there existed a
casual disregard for
worker and public safety
throughout the site.
He remembers one notorious
incident that occurred on a day when he
and his fellow workers were cleaning up
a radioactive spill from one of the tanks.
Bricker was ordered to remove danger
signs and barriers to allow then
Washington Gov. Booth Gardener's tour
bus co visit the sire. "It was incredible! I
mean, the ground was reading 30 co 50
thousand counts of beta gamma contanu
nation, and it was probably hcmg sucked
up into the tour bus," he says. The story
illustrurcs l lanford's casual attitude
coward radiation dangers, an attitude also
evident in its belief that past radiation
releases posed little or no health hazard
for surrounding populauons "They could
care less, Their attitude is we can cat it,
sprinkle it on top of our\\ heaties for
breakfast and ·rr won't 'nun us. Wc\e
been workmg w ith it for 40 years, we 're
the only one that know how to do it, and
we do it right, and we don't nc:d anybody from the outside celling us how co
do this work."

d Bricker contacted attorney
Torn Carpenter, the direccor of
the Government Accountability
Project office in Seattle which represents
a number of Hanford whistleblowers.
Bricker flied suit against \\:cscinghouse
and Rockwell alleging they had violated
his civil rights. In researching the case,
Carpenter says he uncovered a cloak and
dagger underworld at l Ian ford as well as
a security apparatus used co undermine
Bricker. The government went so far a\

E
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set up a "war mom" to pian the ::rs~~m\t

uzainst h m.
Says Carpenter: "The security
funr11011 de, otcd several years of investigative power to looking into every
aspect of Ed's life - includ-

~.·

who he carpooled with,
......
where; he lived, who his
~
neighbors were - and they
found a guy who was one of Ed's friends
chat had some vulnerabilities. A guy who
had some wares in his life in terms of
bankruptcy and whatnot that he had noc
reported on his security clearance. They
used this information to blackmail his
friend into becoming a spy on Ed Bricker.
So the guy was instructed to continue co
as ociace with Ed, be his friend, ace like
his friend, but funnel information to the
security department, which he did. And
he did that for several years."
Carpenter says Bricker's employer
capped his telephone, opened his mail
and sent him repeatedly for mandacory
psychological evaluations. "It got so bad
for Ed chat people wouldn't sic next to
him on the bus, they wouldn't eat lunch
with him, they wouldn't talk to him.
Former old friends of his - I mean, even
some of his family - got really nervous
about being around him and associating
with him."
Carpenter insisted the Department
of Encrgv investigare charges chat Bricker
\\a, being harassed. The investigation
\\ as turned over to the DOE''> Office of
the Inspector General at Hanford. The
OI(; hired two supposedly independent
investigators to conduct the mquiry. "We
saw their resumes One g11y was an antiterrorism expert, and disassembled
bombs, chat kind of thing. What kind of
gu} was chis, mvestigating an employee
concern case' \nd the other guy was just
an outright frighte111ng cuncarure. He put
on his resume that he convulred with the
Kingdom of Cambodia during the
\ iernam War, questioning local nationals
and special operations connected thereto.
I mean, the guy sounded like a spook.
I le sounded like Cl \ interrogator, pare of
maybe the Phoenix Program or some
thing, that executed some 50,000 suspected Viet Cong sympathizers in South
Vietnam. And I forbade Ed to be alone
with this guy."
Bricker and Carpenter say the
investigators were working hand-in-glove
with Westinghouse security, the very
people who were waging war against
Bricker. Carpenter demanded, and got, a
new, truly independent investigation. le
was conducted chis time by John Spear
from the U.S. Department of Labor.
"Spear went in there and uncovered chis,
talked to all these management people.
In the middle of his investigation, he
was offered a job by Westinghouse,
which I take to be a bribe. But it didn't
work. Spear said, 'No, thanks.' "
ticker's case provided some of the
most concrete evidence of covert,
illegal activities on the pare of
Hanford security, but his experience was
by no means unique. In case after case
security routinely abused its authority and
violated the civil rights ofwhiscleblowers.
Another was Gary Lekvold, who
used co work for Westinghouse as a sccurit) engineer at Hanford's Pluconium
Firushing Plant, des'1gn'ang and evaluating C
'<
systems that safeguard scockpiles of
weapons-grade plutonium. Lekvold was
-o
'°
v,
a respected engineer with a security
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clearance and a 30-year career working at
high-tech government facilities. His undoing came when he was asked to put his
signature on a report to Congress that gave
plant security a clean bill of health.
Lekvold refused because his contribution
to the report, which criticized the security
systems, had been edited out. Lekvold
says that to this day pluconium stored at
the plant is far from secure. "A dedicated,
well trained, well financed terrorist organization could easily access special nuclear
material on the Hanford site, and Hanford
officials would probably never detect the
fact that anyone had been there, and they
certainly wouldn't detect a loss. A rag-tag
bunch of thieves could probably accomplish the same thing."
Lekvold's refusal to go along with the
whitewash of plutonium security problems
cost him his job. He arrived at work one
day and found the door to his office padlocked. He wa sent home on indefinite
leave. But the harassment didn't stop. "I
was on my phone here in my home one
day talking to one of my attorneys in
Washington D.C., and a subject came up
that was very sensitive. I told my attorney,
'I don't dare discuss that information on
this telephone. Let me call you right back
from a more secure telephone. I'll call you
within five minutes.' "
Lekvold jumped in his car and drove
from his home in Pasco, Wash., to a nearby
phone booth. (Pasco is about fifteen miles
from Hanford.) Lekvold was talking to
Carpenter, who remembers the conversation from his side. "He called me up and
just started talking when he uddenly says,

was scaring me in the eyes as he drove by
the phone booth. He went out onto a side
street and repeated chat circling maneuver
a second time, as if to say, 'We are watch.mg you. ',,
Hanford waste tank technician Inez
Austin has also gotten the "we are watching you" message. In her case it was delivered via petty vandalism. On several occasions Austin says both her home and car
were broken into. One time she came
home to find a mess in her bathroom,
where some 10 pounds of cat food had
been dumped in the toilet and left there,
"just to let me know chat there was nothing private in my life, that I had nothing
that belonged to me chat was sacrosanct.
They're very, very good. They could give
the KGB lessons."
Carpenter also represents Austin who,
like her fellow whistleblowers, was under
constant surveillance. "Inez Austin was
talking with a news crew in her living
room, and she was talking about this gray
van that seemed to show up whenever she
met with newspeople or her attorney. And
I've seen this van. Most of the whistleblowers have seen this van. And she
opened up the curtain, and there was the
gray van sitting there, and the news crew
went, 'Holy cow,' and says, 'Get outside.
Get outside. Get a picture of it.' And the
van started up and sped away.
Subsequently I found a purchase order
from a Hanford contractor for the purchase
of a surveillance van. This was co spend
$270,000 co obtain and equip a van for purposes of technical surveillance - to mount
covert surveillance equipment of all kinds

Dr. Vietchau Nguyen. left. is pictured here in this recent photo with Yakama Nation Tribal
leader Russell Jim.

'Oh, my God.' I said, 'What? What?' And
he says, 'This phone booth is being circled
by a Hanford patrol vehicle.' "
Says Lekvold: "I looked up and I saw
a uniformed Hanford Patrol officer in a
plain car driving very slowly. I mean like
two miles an hour, on the street immediately in front of this pay telephone. It was
the only time I've seen a Hanford Patrol
officer off the Hanford Reservation. He

in this van - to be used for unknown purposes. I mean, it didn't state what the purpose was, but I think chat the purpose was
obvious."
icing the need to defend themselves against pending lawsuits,
officials at Hanford DOE and
Westinghouse Hanford declined all
requests for interviews on whistleblower

C

issues. Clearly, the exposure of covert
operations against Hanford whistleblowers
has proved embarrassing to the
Department of Energy. Apart from questions about the legality of the operations
themselves, the surveillance equipment
was purchased with mis-appropriated
funds. In 1991, the DOE moved to quell
the controversy by turning the equipment
over to its Central Training Academy in
New Mexico. Lekvold claims this was a
cosmetic action with no real effect. "The
Central Training Academy is totally in bed
with the Security Applications Center of
Westinghouse Hanford Company on the
Hanford site. And I assure you if anyone
on the Hanford site, if any of the people
who possessed that equipment illegally in
the past would like to acquire it, as fast as
Federal Express can get it up here, they'll
have it back in their hands."
The whistleblower scandal at
Hanford also raises the question of misuse
of taxpayer dollars. Lekvold says
Westinghouse spent nearly $100,000 of
taxpayers money paying him to stay home
for 23 months after he blew the whistle. "I
didn't fill out any further time cards. I didn't call in, I didn't report to anyone. I simply went out to the mailbox and picked up
my paycheck. And Westinghouse kept me
on the full payroll at nearly $47,000 a year
for one month less than two years. When I
filed my lawsuit, my paycheck abruptly
stopped approximately a week later."
Lekvold says that the Department of
Energy also spent a million dollars conducting a hearing to revoke his security
clearance. He lost his clearance but says
the process never would have stood up in
a court of law. Most witnesses at the hear-

ing, including one of Hanford's own contract psychiatrists, testified there was no
reason to revoke his clearance. Lekvold is
about to go to trial with a 10 million dollar
lawsuit against Westinghouse for harassment and defamation of character.
I e's impossible to know
how much the DOE
spends combating
whistleblowers at its
15 weapons plants
across the country, but it's safe
to say
Hanford's tab
alone is
upwards of
several million dollars
annually. One
significant
drain on the
taxpayer's pocketbook is the
DO E's practice of
paying 100 percent of
the legal expenses its contractors incur in fighting whistleblower lawsuits, regardless of the merits of
the case. This encourages contractors to
hire the most expensive lawyers and to
continue litigation even when settlement
would be cheaper.
For example, Westinghouse and
Rockwell have spent approximately $1.5
million fighting Ed Bricker's lawsuit,
which he offered to settle in 1989 for
$60,000. But they refused. Bricker finally
settled his lawsuit in November 1994 for
$200,000. There was no admission of
wrongdoing on the part of the DOE or its

contractors at Hanford. Bricker's case was
one of the first to be settled, but there are
dozens more similar suits under way
throughout the DOE weapons complex.
With the arrival of President Clinton's
reform minded Energy Secretary, Hazel
O'Leary, Hanford whistleblowers
report that the level of
harassment has dropped.
Some whistleblowers
who lost their jobs
have even been
re-hired to monitor the Hanford
cleanup, such
as Casey
Ruud, who
exposed serious deficiencies at the
Plutonium
Finishing Plant.
Ruud is now
supervising waste
tank safety. And Sonja
Anderson, a former
Westinghouse engineer who
revealed serious waste tank dangers that were at first denied by the DOE
but later confirmed, is a member of the
federal Hanford Advisory Board.
O'Leary acknowledged the pioneering role that whistleblowers have played in
identifying serious problems when she
attended a 1993 whistleblower conference
in Washington. "I need whistleblowers!
These facilities are dangerous.
Infrastructures 40, 50 years old, crumbling,
falling apart with all sorts of dangerous
stuff in them. I need whistleblowers! My
colleagues need whistleblowers."

As refreshing as O'Leary's rhetoric
may be, many environmental issues raised
by the whistleblower story have yet to be
resolved, such as waste tank safety and
pollution of the groundwater and
Columbia River. Perhaps even more disturbing is that the DOE has yet to openly
confront the gestapo-like activities of its
security apparatus. In fact, the DOE continues to request black-budget funding of
its security functions in the current fiscal
year-funding that is beyond public
scrutiny and oversight. O'Leary's inaction
may be due to fear. The independent
Inspector General's Office of the DOE
last year launched an investigation of the
Energy Secretary herself over her interaction with a whistleblower case at the
DOE's Rocky Flats plant in Colorado.
The OIG also launched an investigation of
a senior appointee to O'Leary's staff. The
reason? He had previously worked for an
environmental group.
These probes have been dropped,
and O'Leary reportedly has made peace
with the OIG. Maybe so, but the allegations of harassment continue tomount, a
sign there's no end in sight in the DOE's
war against whistleblowers.
•

Michael O'Rourke is a Portland writer
and producer of radio documentaries on
Hanford.
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ne of the most important
changes in pest control since
the pesticide DDT began to
poison the environment in 1946 is the
discovery of a clever way to use sex to
deter insects from crops.
Scientists have known for 30 years
chat many insect species rely on
pheromones,· chemicals that insects
emit, to find each other and mate. But
since 1990, researchers, led by Consep
Inc. of Bend, Ore., have figured out
how to use those smells to actually
prevent insects from reproducing.
The technique, known as "mating
disruption," is a high-tech game of
smoke and mirrors in which farmers
flood an orchard or field with the
female sex pheromones of a specific
pest. Normally, males follow their
noses to a female. But in an environment saturated with the smell of sex,
the easily-confused suitors flutter
around aimlessly
without
ever
encountering a female.
It's a sneaky but solid way to suppress the population of a given pe c
without any adverse environmental
impact. The pheromones used in this
bait-and-switch tactic degrade tamely
into carbon dioxide and water.
"You can hardly imagine a more
benign system to control in ects than
just asking them to leave," says Voker
Oakey, president and DEO of Consep,
che global leader in the field.
Since its inception
in 1992,
Consep has carved itself a niche by
developing mating disruption products for 14 different pests known to
feed on apples, pears and other produce and crops. Although a handful of
companies around the glove produce
mating disruption products, Consep
has developed a sophisticated membrane system that controls the release
of the highly volatile pheromones.
Consep has helped make pheromones,
which cost between $750 and $1,500
per kilogram, economically attractive.
Successful use by West Coa. r
tomato growers proves the technology
can reshape an industry. In three
years, Consep's principal macing di rupcion product, "Check Mate," ha
been used on 25,000 acres of farmland
in the U.S. and Mexico. In Southern
California, results
have been
o
impressive, tomato growers u ing the
product to combat the tomato pinworm have reduced conventional pe ticide spraying by 90 percent.
Reductions of that proportion are
nothing short of a coup in an indu try
addicted to pesticide use for nearly 50
years. Not only do fewer sprays keep
toxic chemicals out of the groundwater and off of crops, they keep fields
safe for workers while preserving beneficial predator insects such a wasps.
"The big implication for the
grower," Oakey says, "is that he's
moving away from insecticides that
obliterate an ecosystem to 011es that
manage the ecosystem."

~

Since DDT hit the market in
1946, American farmers have counted
on modern chemistry
to eradicate
pests and improve their harvest. Even
after DDT was banned in t 972, the
rush for a "silver bullet" has grown to
dizzying proportions. In four decades,
American farmers have increased their
use of pesticides by a factor of 30 to
nearly a billion pounds annually.
They've also dug a hole for themselves. Before DDT, farmers lost about
a third of their crops each year to
insects, weeds and disease. Today, after
spending more than $4 billion annually
on pesticides, farmers still lose the
same one-third share. The reason is
simple: Pesticides create monsters.
"Chemical crop control agents
over the past 50 years gave farmers
cools to deal with a variety of pests,"
Alan Goldhammer, director of technical affairs for the Biorechnical
Industry Organization, cold a
.S.
enate panel in May. 'This development has nor come without a price.
Pests developed resistance
co the
chemical controls over time."
Farmers must now contend with
insects chat resist even the most powerful combinations of pesticides they
throw at them. And because many
pesticides wipe out spiders, wasps and
other predators, farmers have created
new trouble in
form of once-unobtrusive insects t at now attack crops
unchecked.
In 1988, Congre s mandated that
all pesticides registered before 1984
must be re-registered by 1997. Bue
cost for re-registration are o high
chat many chemical companies have
dropped certain pesticide . That
action ha left the mall-acreage tree
fruit
industries
of Washington,
Oregon and California, in particular,
with fewer chemical weapon .
Oakey says when you reduce the
total number of pesticides available
for u e, insects begin to build tolerance td chose in use.
The government has responded
by pu hing hard for "Integrated Pest
Management"
practices. IPM combine new technologies such as macing di ruption.
pheromone-based
traps, insect-attacking
bacteria and
predatory wasps alongside conventional spraying. The USO and EPA
have et a goal of putting 75 percent
of U.S. cropland under IP programs
by the year _QOO. Furthermore, la t
February, the EPA has called for the
elimination of dozens of pesticides
that contain known carcinogens.
Government regulatory pressure
has hurt farmer where it counts: in
the wallet. It has al o made
pheromone-based technology ripe for
the picking. With proven mating disruption tools, Consep is already convincing more and more farmers to also
follow their noses.
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Bottled Water Have
Your Water Tested
By Michael Castleman
acer, water, everywhere,
but not a drop to drink."
Whoever
dreamed
up
,
this old ditty never imagined how prophetic
it
would become. In June I 995, investigator
with
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
in Atlanta announced that more than two-thirds
(and possibly up to 97 percent) of the nation's
lakes and rivers are contaminated
with cryptosporidium, the intestinal parasite that killed at
least six and made 400,000 people ill with diarrhea
when
high
levels
contaminated
Milwaukee's water in 1993.
CDC officials say that not much is known
about the submicroscopic
cryptosporidium
organism, and that tests to detect it are expensive and often inaccurate. The CDC said that
low-level
crypto poridium contamination
was
not a public health hazard for healthy individuals, but that people with AIDS and other
immuno-compromising
conditjons should consider boiling their water.
A month earlier in May, the Environmental
Working Group, a Washington,
D.C.,-based
research organization, analyzed violations of the
Safe Drinking Water
Act reported to the
Environmental
Protection Agency in 1993 and
1994, and came up with the first-ever community-by-community
assessment of the nation's
drinking water quality. The results made many
reservoirs look like toxic waste dumps. More
than 25 percent of all drinking water systems
serving some 53 million Americans reported violations.
Among the violators were many water systems in the West. Sandpoint Water Department
in Idaho reported substandard disinfection. Two
community water systems in Washington Poulsbo, and Firgrove Mutual in Puyallup reported high levels of coli-form bacteria from
fecal contamination. Chubbuck, Idaho, and several California water systems reported pesticide
contamination, Cupertino, Castiac Lake, Tracy
and South Lake Tahoe. Other violations cropped
up in Elmdorf Air Force Base, Alaska; Caldwell,
Idaho; Astoria, Oregon; and several communities
in Washington - Aberdeen,
East Wenatchee
Water District, Pasco and Richland.
But reported violations tell only part of the
story because many violations
go unreported.
Investigators with the Government Accounting
Office, the investigative arm of Congress, have
discovered "ample evidence" that water system
employees falsify test data. Meanwhile,
the
GAO gives the EPA about a "C minu " as
guardian
of the na ti orr's
drinking
water.
Chronically underfunded, the EPA's water-purity
enforcement program is spotty at best.In recent
years, millions of Americans have either fitted
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their faucets with home water filter or abandoned municipal drinking water altogether in
favor of the bottled variety. Since 1985, annual
sales of home filters have jumped 49 percent to
almost $2 billion, and in the last decade, annual
bottled water sales have quadrupled to almost 2
billion gallons. These alternatives are costly, but
consumers
generally
believe they're better.
Quite often, they're not.
According to GAO reports, some marketers
of bottled water and makers of home water filters have used scandalously
deceptive tactics to
scare consumers into spending small fortunes for
water that is no purer than what comes from
their taps. In fact, some bottled or filtered water
is more contaminated than tapwater.
The most popular water treatment units,
activated charcoal filters, remove chlorine and
many organic compounds, but do not remove
some microorganisms
(including cryptosporidium) and heavy metals including lead. In addition, the filter units must be changed regularly;
otherwise, they can release
hazardously high
concentrations of pollutants back into the water.
In one test cited by GAO, some filters relea·sed
mercury, posing a "significant risk to public
health." The water-filter industry is also poorly
regulated. No federal agency tests or approves
them, and only three states do. The industry
trade association has developed voluntary standards, but only 54 of the estimated 600 manufacturers meet them.
hat about bottled waters? Here, too,
regulatory laxity is the rule. Some years
ago, Perrier recalled millions of gallons
of its upscale water because of contamination
with benzene, a potent carcinogen. The voluntary recall combined with the company's prous
pronouncements about its commitment to quality averted a public relations disaster. But contrary to Perrier's press releases, company testers
did not discover the contamination. A North
Carolina water-re ting laboratory tumbled on it
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accidentally while u ing supposedly super-pure
Perrier to calibrate its testing equipment. When
the scandal broke, a review of Perrier records
showed benzene contamination for eight months
before the North Carolina lab discovered it.
Recent investigations
have found contamination
in many other bottled waters. The Food and
Drug Administration, which is responsible
for
testing bottled waters, is largely asleep at the
tap. The agency "tries" to inspect bottled water
plants every four years. The CDC says buying
bottled water is no guarantee of freedom from
cryptosporidium contamination.
According to the GAO, some marketers of
water filters and bottled waters have used "scare
tactics and false claims" to sell their products.
Attorneys general in Wisconsin, California and
New York have prosecuted filter makers for
deceptive sales practices, and the Federal Trade
Commission prosecuted
one distributor of
354,000 filters which released a suspected carcinogen.
So what's a nervous consumer to do? Have
your water tested. It doesn't matter what kind of
water you drink - tap, filtered or bottled. For
$139, an Ohio laboratory will test it for 93 pollutants including pesticides,
PCBs, industrial
chemicals, and lead and other heavy metals. The
testing fee may sound high, but compared with
the cost of a home filter or a few years of bottled
water, it's not much. Once you know how pure, c,
or impure, your water is, then you can make
informed decisions
about how to proceed.
a
Perhaps you need bottled water or a home filter. ;:
But maybe not.
-I
Don't be a sucker
for pure-water hype. i
Before you invest in bottled water or a home fil- ""'
ter, have your water tested. If you already drink c
bottreo or 'f1'iterea water, 'nave '11 te-steti, u.1t1. \''i',"c -z
results just might surprise you.
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Desert Truths. Desert Myths
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hey came from Nevada and Arizona, from Idaho
and Eastern Washington, to gather on a cold late
April weekend at the Malheur Field Station south
of Burns, Oregon. They came to the 17th annual Desert
Conference because they love the desert and rimrock, the
sage plateaus and arid forests, the coyotes and sage grouse of
the Great Basin. They came to learn how to reverse the
damage a century of grazing, logging, mining and irrigation
have wreaked on this arid country.
This year the.several hundred activists who packed the
drafty hall had much to learn that was new but little to celebrate except their own determination, against all odds, to
protect what they love.
The desert may appear simple, but it is complex, and
so, scientists say, are the issues that surround restoring its
ecological integrity. Evidence is mounting that the impact of
livestock grazing in the Great Basin has been far greater
than scientists knew even a few years ago. "The cultural
intrusions of the past 150 years" - that is, grazing by
domestic cattle, an exotic species -"have been sudden,
dramatic and profound," said historian William Robbins, one
of this year's featured speakers.
New research shows that bison, the first grazers, probably had a minimal effect on the Great Basin ecosystems,
which despite the propaganda of the livestock industry did
not evolve with large grazing mammals. Yet scientists in
·walla Walla, Wash., who are helping write a plan for management of all federal lands in the Interior Columbia Basin,
are helping to perpetuate the myth that cows are like bison
and that the vegetation of the Great Basin is therefore
adapted to them, said Beth Painter, a range scientist at the
University of California at Santa Barbara.
Painter was asked to review two parts of a grazing study
commissioned by the federal ecosystem planners. "Both,"
she said, "were based on myth." The study, done by range
scientists at Oregon State University, was based on shoddy
research including articles in the rabidly pro-ranching Range
magazine, she said. One myth it perpetuated is that grazing
is a part of all natural grassland systems. It's true that "everything gets eaten by something," she said. "But cattle have
very little in common with grasshoppers, or feral burros with
desert tortoises." The other myth is that grasslands evolved
with grazing. "We don't have any evidence that grasslands

Kathie Durbin

lion again t federal land managers. They say the federal land
are their lands and they will decide how to manage them.
'I'm seeking words ofwi dom and in piration,"
Iarlett concluded.
urprisingly, they were not long in coming.
"The good is the revitalization that's going on," said
1arge ill of evada. In that state, a group called Great
Basin Mine Watch has brought together environmentali ts,
ative Americans and ranchers concerned about creams
nd pring and depletion of the water table a a result of
pen pit mining in the Humboldt River Ba in ..
Bob Phillips of the group Rest the West praised an Idaho
initiari e that puts state livestock grazing permits up to public
bid, allowing non-ranchers to lease land arid r t it from grazing. In Oregon, however, a imilar experiment wa abandoned
after Gov. John Kitzhaber acceded to irate ranchers.
Bob Wilson of the Lower Columbia Basin udubon
Socie des ribed proposals to preserve 560 square miles of a
pristine shrub-steppe eco tern adjacent to the Hanford
uclear Reservation as a federal wildlife refuge and place the
entire Hanford Reach, a SI-mile free-flowing trerch of the
Columbia River, under the protection of the federal Wild and
nic Rivers Act Wilsonsaid polls how 83 percent of Benton
County, Washington, residents want the area protected.
Finally, there is Cow Cop , the gut y program launched
b the Oregon Natural Resources Council at the Desert
Conference to monitor federal grazing allotments and keep
ranchers and the Bureau of Land Management honest.
Coordinator Kathi M ron was at the conference recruiting
volunreers. Ranchers hate the program, but it' public land
n the opening night of the conference, Bill
they're grazing, and as long a the cow cops don't trespa s,
Marlett, executive director of the sponsoring
they're on olid ground. Myron said that despite threats and
Oregon Natural Desert Association, threw out
open ho riliry, the program would go on this summer.
some morose observations.
In the end, the me age for desert activi ts was the
Desert wilderness is a dying cause, he said; the
ame one environmentalists everywhere have been hearing
California Desert Protection Act passed in the waning hours
these past six months: Build upport. "The Wi e e moveof the last Congress was its last gasp. "There isn't going co be
ment know they don't tand much of a chance attacking us
any good wi ldemess coming our of this Congress or the next."
directly" aid David John of the Wildland Project.
And U.S. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt's ill-fated grazing
"They've been able to identify us with big government
reform initiative is dead in the Clinton administration.
coming in and telling people what to do. ou can't go into a
"Grazing reform will have to move forward in the courts. If
congre man's office without grassroots upport, Babbitt said
they take away our ability to sue, we won't have that either."
• to us, 'Don't expect me to do the right thing. MAKE me do
the right thing."'
On top of that, the west's rural counties are in open rebeladapted to grazing. The people who write these things
aren't very well-versed in evolutionary biology."
Joy Belsky, a range scientist for the Oregon Natural
Resources Council, presented an important new paper linking
a century of livestock grazing co the deteriorating upland
forests and soils of the Great Basin. Belsky and colleague
Dana Blumenthal reviewed the effects of livestock grazing on
forested ecosystems from the Rockies west to the Cascades
and Sierras and from Briti h Columbia to ew Mexico. The
found persuasive evidence that soil deterioration, loss of natural grasslands and a change to denser, more do ed forests
coincided with the onset of widespread grazing.
The reason i simple, Belsky says: cows consumed the
wild grasses chat had once out-competed conifer seedlings
for water and nutrients, had burned regularly in ground tires,
and had kept forests east of the Cascades open, parklike and
healthy. The result- denser, more tire-prone forests - was
evident 50 to 100 years before the federal government
began active fire suppression and selective logging. Yet she
said that despite the evidence, federal scientists aren't seriously considering how cows have contributed co the unraveling of the Northwest's interior forests.
The activists took notes, but they had to be asking
themselves: ln the new western range wars, do the facts
even matter anymore? In June, the House Interior
Appropriations Subcommittee voted to eliminate funding
for completion of the Interior Columbia Basin ecosystem
plan after Oct. 1. If the money is not restored, these new
scientific reports will be left co gather dust on shelves.

O

Ripping off "Cascadia"
Kudos to you and the staff for a
useful hard-hitting series of investigative journalism on our region.
We are concerned, however, about
your usage of "Cascadia" - not only is
the geographic region depicted much
coo long to be considered a bioregion,
but even by the third issue there seems
co be precious little about Cascadia
itself. If this is just one more example of
Cascadia being ripped off for narrow
marketing purposes, then you can can~ eel my subscription now.
:E
r t's not a question of claiming
Cascadia for your own u e, but of being
claimed by her. Start with the love of
c the land and its people, tell the story of
u
0111
an emerging culture here, help seed a
c
u
new peopre wno w·u, 'Know, 'rove and
lfl
care for this place as their home.
~
As part of this larger scory, of
course, keep us up-dated on what's
.z:::, going wrong, but remember that we all
~ soon tire of an endless litany of horrorstories. Also tell the "good new ." for

.::

S

E,

there are countless heroic stories of people doing "the real work" in communities all around our region.
If you remain on your present
course, then the paper might be more
accurately renamed: "The North Pacific
Coast (environmental) Muckraker!"

David McC/oskey
Coscadia Institute
Seattle
We just received our first copy of
Cascadia Times - excellent paper! I
was so ... - off I sat down immediately to
write Darigold President Wes Eckert,
Dear Mr. Eckert,
~~··t ?,','l,,m'i'ii 'b.'i'ii '• 'i.1.,t ·ru·u-. -pnr.!iucts, or used to at least. While we try to
buy from local Washington companies,
we will be purchasing our dairy products
from other ources. As a small busine
owner myself, Mr. Eckart, T find it very
important to know when a client is

unhappy and why, especially, if they
decide co no longer do busines with
me. This is the reason for my letter.
It is public knowledge Darigold
inc. contributed to Washington
Initiative 164. Your contribution to this
"property rights" measure tells me you
care nothing about the quality of life in
our state and only of your profits.
Donald Hopps, director of the Coalition
for a Livable Washington, says, ff l-164
is established in law - and we beli e
it will be - it will have a tremendou
impact on the quality of life in
Washington. It will create regulatory
chaos." (See CT, June 1995).
This law is so poorly and amateurishly written, it amazes me any intelligent person who own a 'horne or bu ·iness in this rate would con ·ider upporcing it! Lastly, I would like to give
you a little background on this initiative
... just in ca e you didn't really
ow the
truth about the bill you put $5,000
behind. T-164 is the brain child cf the

wise u e movement. Wise use hare
view with the Re . un Myung Ioon
and hi
nification Church. Al o pare of
this movement are extreme Chri tian
fundamentalists,
tax re isters, miliria ,
survi ali ts and varied white upremacists, The common goal of these groups
is to repeal or drastically modify all
environmental regulation.
Thi doe n t ound like the type of
gang a , hole ome company such a
yours \ ould wane to be associated with.
If that i true, you can help undo ome
of the dama e by igning the petition
for Referendum 4 , which would at
least put chi bill to vote in ovember.

Susan Anderson
8.aiJJ.ht:W{!- l wJ.d..-, W,zs}.b1P.1m1.
I appreciate your humor in what
tends to be a generally humorle area.
Thanks!

Abbe Wainwright
Green 7V
San Francisco

PointofiD~~r~gn\1~------------------Environmental Injustice Plagues
Urban, Rural Communities
By Kieanza Ramsey

W

hen I was asked to speak at the Headwaters
toluene, hydrogen sulfide - and those are just to name
Conference, I thought: Me? Why me? I am
a few. Many of the chemicals have been proven co cause
or exacerbate i 11 nesses and symptoms such as headaches,
from LA. What could I possibly say to rural
communities? I came looking for opportuninausea, vomiting, birth defects, emphysema,
cancer,
asthma, and so on. And believe me, the illnesses match
ties to learn about the particularities
and the differences
the experience of organizing there and speaking to peoof rural struggle. But I think there are some tremendous
ple over the past several years. We're faced with this
similarities
which lend themselves co a very common
public health crisis in LA.
structural and strategic analysis.
And this is the jump-off point of the organizing work
The insult has been in the past 4 years of working at
the Air Quality Management District, the local regulatoof the Strategy Center - stating that the fundamentals
ry age,:icy that's responsible
for cleaning up the air and
of environmentalism
and sustainable economic development, whether in the city or non-urban areas, have to
enforcing
pollution
reduction.
We've witnessed an
start with the inherent contradiction
between marketabsolute corporate takeover of that agency. And we've
driven development strategies of corporate capitalism
seen that the agency is only willing to base their social
and any strategy for sustainable economic and environpolicy on whether or not it is kind to business. As a
result, they've passed rules that are actually going to
mental development that seeks to advance and protect
allow corporate polluters to increase, some by up to 50%,
the interest of working people, and the mother earth. So,
the amount of chemicals
they put out. So, we launched
for us it is important to start from the place at the root
the "Shut Down the AQMD" campaign arguing that any
cause of environmental degradation and economic detegovernment agency whose mandate is to protect the
rioration for working people.
environment
and public health who is legalizing an
It is the nature of capitalism
to rape natural
increase in toxic emission is worse than no agency at all.
resources while simultaneously
driving down wages for
In the midst of all this protection of corporate wealth
profit maximization. It is important for us to look at the
and all these strategies to increase corporate 'wealth, LA
fact that a corporate-driven economic and political agenhas the fastest growing slave wage economy. Witness the
da is at the root of the ecological crises, urban and rural.
sweat shops and the garment industry, the janitors who
It is at the root of a public health crisis, urban and rural.
clean corporate high rises downtown for $4.25 an hour,
It is at the root of the unemployment and poverty crises,
and WalMart and other supermarkets
forcing split shifts
urban and rural. And the list goes on.
on people so they're not eligible for full benefits or
So, the example that came to my mind connecting
union protection. There are half a million people workurban and rural communities is in Los Angeles. There is
ing full-time
and
a 50 percent unemmaking
less
than
ployment
rate
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS MEETS THE ENDANGERED SPEClES ACT
$10,000 a year in Los
among
African
Angeles.
Now it is
American men, in
CITY PEmNG 200
important
for us to
South Central LA,
l'NO
SPo'ttED OWL HAltliERY I
understand
that the
between the ages of
I! .
environmental
and
18 and 25, which is
economic attack on
directly
connected
the ecosystem
and
to the tremendous
corporate de-induson the working class
trial ization
of the
is not based on concity in the late '70s
sumer
habits and
and '80s. Likewise,
desires like:
"Are
I am learning a lot
you a good person
because you are buyabout this concept
ing green?". Nor is it
of resource exhaustion in the rural
based on individual
communities and its
workers' needs for
direct connection to
jobs
and
livable
rural poverty, unemwages
like the
ployment and economic devastation. So for us the jumphistoric
conflict between loggers and the "save-theforests-or-die"
environmentalists.
off point is around this notion of changing the debate
around the assumption and acceptability of a profit-driConsequently, and in our opinion at the Strategy
Center, any strategy, tactics, or campaigns that do not
ven corporate agenda toward do-able and reasonable
wish to be co-opted by big business or isolate and abandemands of redistribution
of wealth, public health protective policies, environmental
protective policies, and
don sections of the working class, must have demands
so forth.
that pose fundamental challenges to the profit motive of
LA is the largest industrial center in the world and
corporate capitalism, will improve the real lives of chose
who are the most impacted, will protect the earth from
also the capitol of the automobile.
It is also the country's
further assault, and assert the democratic rights and powmost polluted city. Children growing up in LA have 25
percent less lung capacity than children growing up in
er of working people over the prerogative of corporate
management decisions.
other major cities. When you add up the balance sheets
of those who are at risk from exposure tu toxic and air
pollution and smog in LA, over half the population of the
(In January, Kieanza Ramsey, an organizer with the
county - some 5 million people - is at risk.
Labor Community and Strategy Center in Los Angeles, spoke
to the Headwaters Forest Conference in Ashland. The above is
The area where I live and have been organizing for
an excerpt from her comments.)
the past 3 1/2 years is the Harbor Area. The Harbor Area
is dominated by the petrochemical
industry, which
pumps out over 3 million pounds. of toxic chemicals onto
that community, air toxics like benzene, lead, xylene,
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Discovering a Prairie S Secrets
.

By Bri11t1 -Gordon
Forget statistics and computers.
The problems and possibilities
for
managing wildlife
and habitat lie
with human beings and their complicated interactions,
Marcy Houle
asserts with both amusement
and
anger in The Prairie Keepers.
Houle's account of a year spent
studying the Zumwalt Prairie, a 200acre grassland
in Northeastern
Oregon, zeros in on the fissures and
canyons that separate ranchers
and
environmentalists,
Fish & Game and
Forest Service specialists,
as well as
men and women. While she concludes that at least one part of this
fought-over
terrain has been wellmanaged by its stewards - politically incorrect ranchers at that! - her
optimistic
call for increased cooperation among the various factions
comes off as a little forced.
Houle laces her narrative with
romantic foibles, creating an implicit
theme: deciding her love life i like
deciding the future of Zumwalt. 1 his
isn't as crazy as it sounds. Pursuing
a
romance is not unlike determining
the future of a wild land. Every
option is a potential disaster, every
decision requires possible submission
or compromise.
In the end, Houle
settles for a neutral third option
between ranchers
and government
speciali ts, while managing to gee
sidetracked by the sexual policies of
her search.
Cleverly blending anecdotes and
scientific explanations,
Houle's narrative of her discoveries provide just
the right amount of suspense. Still,
she seems wary of establishing
too
clearly her own environmental
stance
- a strategy chat proves helpful
among ranchers,
but not for readers.
To a degree, chat's part of her charm,
and part of the hope she's cast out: a
fresh eye, a fresh perspective.
However, in both science and
romance,
Houle brings up rifts she
can't quite resolve. Prairie Keepers
avoids some troubling questions,

~

finally rendering Houle's conclusions about the scare of the Zumwalt
doubtful.
Houle, hired jointly by Oregon
Scare University
and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, goes to the
Zumwalt, a "w ild expanse of unrilled
ground," to research
the wildlife and
plant life, particularly
the abundance
of bute o hawks. Bordering the
Wallowa Mountains.
the Eagle Cap
Wilderness and Hells Canyon, chis
remote area holds, she write , one of
"the lase of the native grasslands
chat
historically
had covered a large pare
of North America." Her interest in
this prairie is heightened
by a seeming conundrum: the Zumwalt is privately owned, partly by corporations,
partly by independent
ranchers, and
grazed by cattle.
Unlike many rangelands,
in
which "seemingly innocuous conditions" such as "lack
of (water) distribuThe Prairie Keepers:Secretsof the Grasslands
tion, lack of moveBy
Marcy Houle, Addison Wesley, $20
ment of cattle, early
spring grazing" have
resu Ired in disasters,
Houle frets about how well the e
the Zumwalt, she finds, has been
conclusions,
and her research will be
managed differently.
Ranchers rotate
received. One Oregon Department
of
their stocks, along some of their
Fish arid Wildlife
official spreads the
lands co rejuvenate
throughout a
rumor chat she's been "bought off'
summer. No cattle graze in early
by ranchers. Houle invites some
spring. "All told," she observes,
well-known scientists,
such as ecolo"what was happening here was
gist Chris Maser, co come and check
advantageous
to wildlife ... ranchers
her results. At fir r, Maser i skeptisquirrels, cows, grass, trees, water,
cal, talking in an "objective monotohawks, in balance,"
she writes. "The
ne" about "greedy" ranchers. But
Zumwalt Prairie, with its beauty and
gradually,
he converts: "This is the
teeming diversity,
was a kind of
best-looking
range I've seen in the
rangeland chat most of the west had
West for years .... You were right,
not seen for decades."
Marcy: I didn't think it still existed."
Houle expands on chis theme,
This is all quite persuasive,
bur
explaining
that when "primary
graznot quite compelling.
It avoids cough
ers" such as elk and cows eat new
question altogether: Should there be
grass, the grazed grasses sprout reso many raptors in one area? Is the
growth, preferred by other kinds of
idea just co have as many hawks as
animals. She surmises that the lack
possible? Is the "primary grazer"
of antelope,
deer and other managers
theory one generally accepted, and
when early settlers arrived may have
definitely applicable to the
been due to the absence of primary
Zumwalt? Perhaps that one coyote or
grazers, such as bison, on chis prairie
crow or hawk settling here 200 years
and in Eastern Oregon in general.
ago was the land's natural quota.

Houle neglect to adequately address the
problem of environmental definitions and
issues in the context of
the Zumwalt,
much les
include any qualifying
comment
someone
like 1a er might have
voiced.
Given the context
of her research, we
can ymparhize with
Houle's insistence
on heeding the
ranchers' perspective. While she
meets with initial
resi ranee, most
seem supportive,

I~~~!~~=~:.:..;_,. .,.:::::~~

helpful.
and Those
a few pesky
prove
government specialises,
on the other
hand, are more troublesome.
Houle
details the suspicion
and contempt
with which members of the different
agencies regard each other. as well a
her own turbulent encounters with
such stellar representatives
as
Sparkey, a big-mouthed
chauvinist
who ridicules
Houle on the basis of
her sex, inexperience,
"urban" background, and her lack of -knowledge
about truck .
Sparkey's colleagues aren't much
better. A handsome
young biologist
turns out to have determined!
macho views on marriage,
while a
U.S. Forest Service specialist
enthuses over the notion of banning grazing
in the Zumwalt and including it in
the proposed Hells Canyon/Chief
Joseph National
Park, only minutes
before he offers a ridiculously
out-ofdate views on womanly virtues.
Given these alternatives,
no wonder
Houle prefers the ranchers.
•

On the shelves at Powell's
Forcing the Spring
The Transformation of the
American Environmental
Movement
by Robert Gottlieb

A new natural science
...." companion for students,
:&

(Island Press)

..::
c
i5

Remote Sensing and G!S
in Ecosystem Management
Edited by V. Alaric Sample

c

c.,

"c

(lslond Press)
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POWELL'S BOOKS AT CASCADE PLAZA

POWELL'S BOOKS AT PDX

POWELL'S BOOKS AT CASCADE PlAZA

8775 SW Cascade Ave., Beaverton

Portland International Airport 249-1950

8775 SW Cascade Ave., Beaverton 643-3131 · 1·800-466·7323

Portland International Airport 249-1950

POWELL'S ON HAWTHORNE

POWELL'S BOOKS CITY Of 80015

POWEll'S ON HAWTHORNE

643-3131 · 1-800-466-7323

POWELL'S BOOKS CITY OF BOOKS

~

1005 W Burnside 228-4651 · 1-800-87 -7323
1_00_5_W_B_urn_sid_e~22_8·_46_51~·
1_-8_00-_8_78_·7_32_3~~~~~3-7_47_S_EH_awth~or_ne~23_8_·16_6_8_·_1·8_o_o-3_S_4·5_9_57~___.

POWELL'S BOOKS AT PDX

3747 SE Hawthorne 238-1668 · 1-800-354-5957
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Message----------------------IS YOUR NYLON CARPET MAKING YOU SICK?
Natural Flooring provides beautiful lowest toxic available wool carpet true linoleum, cork, grasses. For
your planets' health. send for free catalog. Box 1677, Sebastopol. CA 95473 (707) 824-0914

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR HEALTH TODAY!
A new revolutionary delivery system using state of the art technology that supplements the body's
processes to increase vitality! For more information contact Gennette Erickson at 503-658-8604.

ARE YOU TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO PAYCHECK?
Concerns about environmental toxicity and the alarming increases in chronic illnesses have created an
unprecedented boom in the market for health care products. Ground floor opportunities are now
available for distributing revolutionary, state of the art nutritional supplements. Join other excited first
level distributors in building a nation-wide network. Start with just a few hours a week and I'll take the
fear out of owning your own businesses. Timothy Schuster. independent distributor, 503-635-5500.

INTERESTED IN 100 PERCENT NON-VIOLENT TV?
New innovative satellite network brings the wisdom of hundreds of experts on self-growth, financial
freedom, 'relationships, and health directly to your living room. Say goodbye to violence, noisy advertisements and negative programming. Excellent ground floor financial opportunities as sales rep for this
long-overdue TV alternative. Contact Sue at 503-231-0332.

Amount Enclosed

_

L----------------------------------~

JOIN THE
CASCADIA
CLUB!

Your vehicle for business, personal and
professional opportunities in Cascadia.

RATES BY THE WORD.
10 word minimum.
$1.00 per word.

HEADLINES
8 pt= $9.00
11 pt= $12.00

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
$19.00 per column inch

DEADLINES
All entries must be submitted by 15th of the
month preceding publication.

Cascadia Times reserves the right
any ad for any reason.

to

reject

Fill out form helm, ~md mui! to:
( .usc.uli« Classifieds
2.)-6 :'\ orthwcst 23rd Place =-+06
Portland. 0 R 97 ~ 10

You can contribute to the growth
, · of Cascadia Times. With a dona-:·
·> 'tion, you can help underwrite the"-~.
~ .cqst of investigative journalis~~-Q,n -y~---~·
the Pacific Nor,thwest and.~·

Cascadia Times

is available at these locations:
Portland OR

Tillamook OR

Powell's Books
Rich's
Borders
Looking Glass
Nature's Fresh Northwest
New Renaissance
Barnes and Noble
Dursr's Thriftway
Food Front·
People's Coop
Laughing Horse Books
Reading Frenzy
23rd Avenue Books
Annie Bloomes

Rainy Day Books

Newport OR
SeaTowne Books

Cannon Beach OR
Mariner Market

Hood River
Waucoma Bookstore

Beaverton OR
Nature's Fresh Northwest

Seattle WA

Olympia WA

Borders Books and Music
Bull Dog News
University Bookstore
Elliot Bay Book Co.

Bull Dog News
Olympia Food Coop

Eugene OR

Bellevue WA

Bookmark

Barnes and Noble
University Bookstore

Berkeley CA
Cody's Books

Oakland CA
Delauer's Super
Newsstand

Manzanita OR
Manzanita News

Ciry Lights
Real Foods on Polk
A Different Light

.
CA.T.ADIA

Santa Cruz CA

Palo Alto CA

The Bookshop

Printer , Inc.

Saratoga CA

Vancouver BC

Saratoga Bookstore

Western Canada
Wilderness Center
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Please accept my donation of$

_
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_
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Signature:
O Check

25-6 NW 23RO
PORTLAND,

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Tunes

-----------------O MasterCard
O VISA
Card s

25,6 NW 23rd Place,

_

PLACE, NO. 406
OR 97210-3534

o. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
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